
From Www.Office.Com/Setup fix MS office setup error code 30066

Office 365 is the latest version of Office productivity suite that is also developed by the Microsoft for its user of all 
platforms such as windows, android, Mac or iOS. In order to enjoy the services, apps and servers associated in this 
office 365, you need to download, install and activate the setup to your computer system. You can easily download 
office setup from Www.Office.Com/Setup. Afterward just install and then activate the MS office setup by visiting this 
site again. 

Sometimes, while installing the latest version of the Office productivity suite, you may face some common errors or 
issues. One such common installation error is MS office setup error code 30066. So, below we mentioned its causes 
and some troubleshooting steps to fix this Office error code.  

This error code is mostly causes by the following mentioned reasons: 

MS office Installation is blocked due to installed antivirus software or firewall. 

Some incorrect proxy settings or poor internet connection. 

Previous version of the office suite is already installed to the device. 

Presence of the setup files of the previous version of the office suite that has not been removed completely 
from the computer system. 

Due to some corrupted registry files of the system. 

Having incorrect install files of the office setup. 

Not having sufficient disk space. 

When the Office error code 30066 takes place on the device a message box is shown on the screen that displays the 
message: 

“Something went wrong.

Sorry, we were not able to download the Office file. If you would like you can take a look online to resolve this issue 
or skip it for now.

Office Error Code 30066”

http://www.office.com/Setup
http://www.office.com/Setup


Now, look at the solutions to get rid of Office error code 30066

You can simply resolve this Microsoft Office error from your computer system by pursuing the troubleshooting 
measures noted below. 

First of all, disable the windows firewall for some time as temporarily basis and then try downloading office 
software.  
You can also try disabling the preinstalled Antivirus Software on the Device
Carry out the SFC Scan on the Device to see and resolve any system files related issues

After pursuing the aforementioned measures thoroughly for fixing the Office Error Code 30066, if the error still 
persists on your device, then you need to open Office.Com/Setup and download the complete setup of MS office. To 
get an instant support associated with this error, you can also contact technical team’s professionals. 

Contact Number:

Toll Free Number+1-8888170312

11877 Douglas Rd Johns Creek, GA 30005

https://onlinehelp345.blogspot.com/
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